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About This Content

The Premium for Life Pack permanently unlocks Premium membership in Robocraft.

Premium membership grants the following in-game benefits:

Grants all paint colours for use in the Editor

Doubles the amount of experience earned from matches

Upload your own personal avatar picture
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Additional Cosmetic CPU

Please note, the robots featured in the promotional shots are not included in this pack. This bundle is also available via the
Robocraft in-game shop.

The contents of the Premium for Life Pack are awarded the next time the purchaser logs into Robocraft, as long as Steam is
running in the background. This pack can only be purchased once per Steam account.
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robocraft - premium for life pack

An absolute blast to play. Maybe it's just my playstyle, but I find combos flow a lot more intuitively as Atom than as several
characters I've played a lot more! The gimmicks look fun, feel fun, and are interesting to play against without feeling
overpowering. Easily the best of the DLC I've tried and one of my favorite characters to play overall.. Saw this off of the
"Deltarune: Genocide is Imposible" video. Pretty solid game, but I have to say, the color green kinda sucks now. Also, how
about cheesesteak curry? That could work right?

Supprisingly difficult to speedrun, I only got 25:00 something.

What you expect something else?
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Shoutouts to SimpleFlips. This game is wicked! when you drift backwards around a wall and line up an enemy tank with you're
ion cannon! Bam! Good times:) I've been playing it for years and keep coming back. If your a graphic's snob (like my lame
friends) then u prolly wont touch it. But if you play games for fun! Metal Drift promises unique, hard hitting, high speed, drift
tank action!. It\u00b4s ok for maybe 3 or 4 playthrough
But that\u00b4s it. Decent.

Yall DUMB AF. This game is simple. Targets pop up, your little square automatically shoots them as you move around. The
thing that got me to buy this, though, was the fact that you could use your own music. Sure, a good soundtrack is nice, but there
won't be many occasions where you can jam to Dragonforce and shoot things at the same time. The backgrounds all look
beautiful and match up with the music perfectly, dimming when the music gets quieter and slowing down. Essentially, this game
is a pretty rhythm-based light show with a little arcade diversion thrown in. Definitely worth $2.99.. I'm very surprised at how
much I like this game, it's tough at first, but after figuring out that the way the game wants you to play it, and the way you can
play it are two different things, it becomes a lot of fun to "break the game", and I can't say anymore than that wiht out giving
away details.

5/5. I think the dev spent a lot oft time programming, however it gets Boring fast.. One of those are hard to do , with horror
hospital it kinda freak out at me .

But GG :). More than a decade ago, I briefly played Runescape. There were low-fi graphics, point-and-click pickups, skill trees
that were obviously more useful than others, and tutorials of questionable utility. In many ways, Driftmoon reminds me of
Runescape. The graphics are a bit better, the game tries along the way to sortof let you know how to play but not really, and
some of the skills are clearly better than others. They are similar enough that I almost missed the mining bots taking up all the
resources and the griefers trying to kill me every 30 seconds. Almost.

This game had a small production crew, and it shows. Having said that, this game is also gotod for what it is. The story is decent,
albeit predictable. The music becomes part of the background, and while it isn't remarkable per se it at least does you the favour
of not breaking your immersion. Quests are well-defined and none of them seemed to be broken. I had a couple problems with
items disappearing from my inventory if I tried to move them to my hotbar, but hey.

Buy if you want to cruise through a short RPG story in a few hours. Don't buy if you're looking for a Dragon Age style hack n
slash 70 hour marathon.
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AYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY LAMAO. Another Good Story / Expansion Pack of Half Life. This game has Good Storyline,
Interesting objects, Many weapons, Cool Creatures, and Challenging. In my opinion The gameplay is Hard even if you play on
Easy.. Cool indie game, unlike anything else I've ever played. Can't go wrong if you like platformers and puzzles. Music is
ambient and atmospheric too.. FreezeME is an enjoyable platformer overall, but I think it could be improved significantly with
a little more development. There are lots of minor bugs and other annoyances which make this game harder to recommend.

Pros:
-the time-freezing camera is a novel addition, and makes you think outside the box for some challenges
-the worlds are all a decent size, filled and spaced out well, and generally fairly well-made
-most quests are fun and a little challenging
-camera is decent, so are the controls in general
-low system requirements
-steam controller worked out of the box without tweaking
-music\/sfx are all on point

Cons:
-lots of bugs. Mostly small, with one big one (soft lock requiring game to be closed, unsaved progress lost)
-occasionally there's a cube which seems disproportionately difficult, or an overly punishing challenge which is a little out of
sync with the rest of the game
-no way to tell which world your missing green pigcoins are located in, making 100% completion difficult
-no indicator for which time attack levels are already complete
-you always spawn at the center of the hub world, instead of near the level you just exited. You're ejected from the world after
getting each cube, so... lots of unnecessary walking
-no development for years, so unlikely to get any fixes\/improvements

If you do decide to give this game a chance, just make sure that you're realistic with your expectations. It has bugs, it has design
flaws, and it's probably going to stay that way. I'd still recommend this game in spite of its problems, but only if you feel
confident that you can see past them and enjoy this game for what it is.. I can't recommend this game because it keeps crashing
on me. Sometimes stright after me launching it and sometimes after some minutes of play. No problems with other games I
play. It may be a good game but it does not let me experience it.. Love this game. Tharsis feel with the dice roll but way more to
do. Great music. Easy on wallet. Worth the spend. A++. Would like to see the locations and speciatlies random and a random
map.
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